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Intent throughout remaining acreage is to reach “Certified in Wisconsin.”

In a perfect world, new development projects would enjoy fast turnaround times, quick approvals and low risk. Welcome to a perfect world, brought to you by the Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation’s (WEDC’s) Certified In Wisconsin Program. WEDC worked with Deloitte Consulting to create consistent standards for industrial site certification in Wisconsin. Certification criteria were developed based on representative needs of advanced manufacturing projects. WEDC’s thorough review process produces detailed documentation about each site’s price, availability, utilities, access and environmental...
Intent throughout remaining acreage is to reach “Certified in Wisconsin.”

Property Details

Site/Building Name:
Eagle River WEDC
Certified Site 21 Acres

Description

The Highway 45 & Highway G site in Eagle River is a Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation (WEDC) Certified Site. The site has gone through an extensive due diligence review process by WEDC and Deloitte. The site has been certified as development ready for companies locating on the property. This certification signifies the site is streamlined for the development process and the end-user may move quickly with confidence.